Flats Arterial Community Panel - Questions and Responses from Sessions 1-4

Presenters have worked to answer all questions asked by Panel members, but not all questions have received
formal written responses. Questions are highlighted in bold. Responses indicate the responding stakeholder
or entity.
Relevant
Alignment(s)

Questions and Responses

1

Prior
William
Malkin
National

What is the timeline for building each arterial option, and how does that
timeline relate to the a) removal of the viaducts and b) the construction of the
new St. Paul’s Hospital?
City of Vancouver: The timing for constructing any of the routes is uncertain and
depends on securing funding from external funding partners. The timing of the
viaducts removal and replacement street network, and the new St. Paul’s Hospital can
all occur independently of constructing the new arterial route in the Flats. The new
Pacific Boulevard would connect to the existing arterial on Prior St at Gore Avenue. The
new St. Paul’s Hospital would have an interim street network that connects with the
existing arterial on Prior St until a new arterial and overpass can be funded and
constructed.

2

Prior

What is the status of the commitment to downgrade Prior to a local serving
road? Is that still being honoured, and if so, how is Prior still on the table? What
influenced council to vote to pass Prior/Venables as a local street?
City of Vancouver: In 2015, City Council approved a recommendation to downgrade
Prior St to a local-serving street once a new arterial route through the Flats has been
selected. This was in response two factors: first, residents’ concerns such as the
challenges of an arterial street in a residential neighbourhood, connecting the
community with the park, and concerns over an increase in traffic-related issues with
future changes to the transportation network, in particular the removal of the Viaducts.
Second, the City had existing right-of-way on Malkin St, which meant there was at least
one potential alternate route to explore for a new arterial.
During the False Creek Flats Planning process, potential routes for the new arterial
were explored – at first Malkin and National, and then William. Given each route
presented significant challenges, the City decided to pause and undertake a process
that offered a deeper level of engagement with residents and businesses in the area –
i.e. the Community Panel.
Staff recommended that the Panel evaluate Prior St alongside the other three routes
and their variations. This is because Council must first decide on an alternate route for
the arterial before Prior St. can be downgraded to a local serving street. If no alternate
route is found, the arterial will need to remain on Prior St because the Flats requires at
least one arterial in order to maintain a resilient transportation network and support
the activities of residents, businesses, and other community services. In addition, Prior
St is the existing arterial so it is important to understand how it functions today. For
these reasons, staff recommended that the Panel consider and assess all potential
routes for the arterial in order to make an informed recommendation to Council.
Finally, staff will also need to provide an assessment of all possible routes from an
engineering and feasibility perspective to our external partners when applying for
funding. We are asking the Panel to help the City do its due diligence in carefully
evaluating all the route options.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

Can the connection between the viaducts and this proposed new route project
be made explicit?
City of Vancouver: Currently, the Georgia and Dunsmuir viaducts connect to Main St
and Prior Street/Gore Avenue on the east side. A new complete street network at
ground level would replace the existing viaducts, connecting from a two-way Georgia
Street to two-way Pacific Boulevard and providing better, more direct connections
between downtown and a future neighbourhood in North East False Creek, a
waterfront park, and the future St. Paul’s hospital site. Visual representation of the
existing routes between Downtown to/from East Vancouver are shown below (existing
on left, future on right). The viaducts removal and replacement street network can be
constructed independently of the new arterial route, as it is designed to connect with
the existing arterial on Prior Street at Gore Avenue.

More information is found on the City’s Northeast False Creek Planning webpage
https://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/streetscape-design.aspx and the
Streets and Connectivity Summary of the Northeast False Creek Plan, on the Additional
Resources webpage:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/199J9vkVFgoIerUHatvZ2CZY_AOTO5k9p/view
4

National

Is the community-proposed National-Charles Street route being considered as an
option? How long has this option been under consideration by City staff? We
need more information in order to make a good decision.
City of Vancouver: Yes, the National-Charles route is an option for the Panel to consider
equally with the other options.

Since we are at a planning stage there are many possible variations to consider, and to
help organize the evaluation of the options these variations were grouped as 4 route
alignments. In the case of the National-Charles St route, the alignment varies from the
other National variations, but it shares similar overall impacts and considerations.
Members of the Strathcona Residents Association shared the National-Charles route
with staff in the fall of 2018. Staff were able to do some initial technical review of this
variation to provide information that enables the Panel to consider this route. For the
other routes, more detailed technical analysis was carried out by consultants, including
some studies in 2008, 2015, and 2017. This technical analysis undertook an in-depth
testing of the feasibility of the options and is presented to the Panel in the concept
drawings. After completing the initial technical review of the National-Charles route,
staff recommended that the Panel consider the route. If the Panel were to recommend
it as the preferred alignment, then further technical study would need to be
completed.
To support the Panel’s work, staff have provided maps and a route analysis in the City’s
resource guide (see the chapter on National, pages 17 to 21) that includes:
● A description of the National-Charles Route
● The key benefits, challenges and opportunities
● Considerations around network connectivity, local vehicle access, walking and
cycling, and transit
● Considerations around impacts to adjacent land uses
● Considerations around constructability and the potential project cost
5

Prior
William
Malkin
National

What veto powers do any of the ‘partners’ have in the option development/
preferred option?
City of Vancouver: The Flats Arterial Community Panel will present its recommendation
and rationale to Vancouver City Council and Park Board.
After further technical work, engagement with the broader public and stakeholders,
and the development of a funding strategy, Vancouver City Council will make a decision
on whether to support the route.
If there is a proposed impact to Strathcona or Trillium Park, the Park Board will lead a
planning and engagement process. The elected commissioners of the Park Board
would have an effective “veto” if the recommendation to advance a route that
impacted Strathcona or Trillium Park was not able to achieve a vote of 2/3rds support
from Park Board.
External partners or stakeholders do not have a veto in the selection of a route, but
we’d expect they would share their perspectives to assist Mayor and Council in their
decision-making on the recommendations made by staff.
Once a route has been selected, the City would apply for funding to external partners.
At this stage, funding partners would need to support the overall project and design in
order for the City to secure funding for the project.
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Prior

Can you speak to the current performance of Prior relative to goals of
Transportation 2040, such as: congestion, safety, and transit?
City of Vancouver: In its existing condition, Prior St is a fairly typical local arterial street

in Vancouver relative to the Transportation 2040 goals. In terms of sustainable
transportation modes:
● Walking – sidewalks on Prior are narrow, but there are mature trees and interesting
adjacent land uses which make for a better walking experience. Pedestrian
connections across Prior St could be improved.
● Cycling - there is no cycling facility on Prior St as there is a nearby parallel route on
Union-Adanac.
● Transit - there is local serving transit service with convenient access for residents
and people working in the area.
In terms of safety, in 2015 the City completed an In-service Road Safety Review, which
showed that the type and frequency of collisions on Prior/Venables Street compares
with similar corridors in the City. Based on this study, we have implemented some of
the safety spot improvements along Prior/Venables St.
As population and jobs have been growing in the City of Vancouver, we’ve generally
observed a decrease in vehicle volumes entering the downtown. This has also been
observed on Prior/Venables St, while the volumes of people walking, cycling and taking
transit in the area have increased.
7

Malkin

In the Malkin North variation, does the service road provide enough room and a
relatively smooth access for trucks to the eastern part of Produce Row?
City of Vancouver: The Malkin North variation in the concept drawings shown to the
panel represent one possible design for a service road that allows two-way truck
movements and turning manoeuvers on Produce Row east of Chess St, similar to the
segment of Malkin Ave today. Further design work would be undertaken as well as
conversations with businesses to best address their loading and access needs.
This business area has developed over a long period of time, and trucks have been
informally using the street for loading and maneuvering for some time. We typically
expect businesses to be able to maneuver trucks on site and avoid relying on the city
street which needs to accommodate other uses. The City would work with businesses
to adapt their site layout to rely less on the city street for everyday activities.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

Is there no vehicular access to the community between Hastings St and Prior
from the East?
City of Vancouver: Please clarify the question if the response below does not address
the question’s intent.
Today, the Strathcona community west of the rail tracks has vehicle access from the
east via 3 routes - Hastings St, Union St, and Prior St. In the future, access from the east
by vehicle will be from 2 routes - Hastings St and the future arterial street (Prior,
William, Malkin/Charles, National/Grant). The future arterial street would connect with
streets running north-south such as Raymur or Hawks Ave.
Union Street was identified as a popular route for vehicles to shortcut through the
neighbourhood and this creates a safety concern for the Adanac Bikeway. Through
community input on safety spot improvements to the Adanac Bikeway, it has been
proposed to close the route to vehicles in short term before a walking-and-cycling-only
connection across the tracks is provided. Further community consultation would be
required before this decision would be made.

Today, the community east of the rail tracks can be accessed from the east via multiple
streets off of Clark Drive, or from Prior St. The future condition would be similar to
today.
9

Prior
William
Malkin
National

If the arterial moves, would bike routes move to Prior? Does the arterial route’s
aim include the intention of removing main cycling route from Union Street?
City of Vancouver: The cycling route on Union Street is part of the Adanac Bikeway, a
major east-west route that sees over 4,000 people a day cycling in the summer, and
about 2,000 in the winter. We anticipate this will continue to be a desired cycling route
due its connectivity between downtown and East Vancouver and its grades -.e.g it is
relatively flat along the whole route. If an arterial route on any of the variations for
Malkin, William or National is selected, then this new arterial will provide an alternate
all-ages-and-abilities cycling route, adding more resiliency to our cycling network.
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Malkin

Q10: Can you clarify the 30m right of way on Malkin? Does that include the
existing 12m road? What is the exact amount that the right of way overlaps with
Cottonwood, and with Produce Row uses?
A: The street right-of-way (ROW) is where the City provides all the functions of
transportation and utilities, including vehicle lanes, sidewalks, bike lanes, on-street
parking, street lights, intersection controls and signs, planted landscaping, trees,
watermains, and sewers. Third party utilities (such as telecommunications) also use
this space. The existing condition on Malkin Avenue is about a 30m ROW between Prior
Street and Chess Street, and includes approximately 11m of grass and open space on
the north curb, a 12 m road surface, and 7m of grass and utility strip on the south
curb. The current ROW on Malkin Avenue gets wider to about 38m between Chess
Street and Raymur Avenue. The Cottonwood Community Gardens currently occupies
between 14m to 24m of the street right-of-way. In this segment, the current ROW also
includes a 12 m road surface and a 2m utility strip on the south curb. The image below
shows an aerial with the street right-of-way and property lines in orange. *All widths
are approximate and subject to change along the corridor.
Property lines and aerial photos can be seen on the City of Vancouver’s mapping tool
online - VanMap: http://vanmapp.vancouver.ca/pubvanmap_net/default.aspx
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Malkin

Does the west portion of Produce Row have enough space to maneuver trucks
without impinging on Malkin Road (now, and if the Malkin route is selected)?
City of Vancouver: The Produce Row businesses west of Chess Street generally have
larger sites than the businesses east of Chess Street. Through initial conversations with
businesses and analysis of truck turning movements, there are more mitigation
opportunities that can be explored for the businesses west of Chess Street.
This business area has developed over a long period of time, and trucks have been
informally using the street for loading and maneuvering for some time. We typically
expect businesses to be able to maneuver trucks on site and avoid relying on the city
street which needs to accommodate other uses. The City would work with businesses
to adapt their site layout to rely less on the city street for everyday activities.
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Malkin

Can you elaborate on how Produce Row would continue to function if re-routed?
City of Vancouver: For any route, the City of Vancouver would work with businesses
and property owners that are impacted on a case-by-case basis to understand their
unique needs and explore approaches to mitigate negative impacts.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

What are the transportation “needs” for accessing St. Paul’s efficiently? Can
rapid transit and other options serve the hospital?
City of Vancouver: The hospital and health campus will be a major local and regional
destination. An integrated network of accessible paths, transit routes, and complete
streets is planned to allow some people to walk, cycle, or take transit to the hospital.
The site would be designed to connect with nearby walking and cycling routes on the
Seawall and Adanac Bikeway, and the Expo Line at Main Street-Science World SkyTrain
Station. It will also be important to support convenient access for passenger
pick-up/drop-off facilities, HandyDART, and parking. Finally, efficient emergency vehicle
response is of primary importance, alongside reliable access for delivery and service
vehicles.
More information can be found in the New St. Paul’s Hospital and Health Campus
Policy Statement adopted by Council in 2017: vancouver.ca/files
/cov/new-st-pauls-hospital-health-campus-final-policy-statement-june-2017.pdf
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

Can we be provided with an overview of the post-viaduct removal traffic plan?
City of Vancouver: A good summary and overview of the transportation plan for the
complete street network that would replace the viaducts is found in the Streets and
Connectivity Summary of the Northeast False Creek Plan, on the Additional Resources
webpage: https://drive.google.com/file/d/199J9vkVFgoIerUHatvZ2CZY_AOTO5k9p/view
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Prior

Could Prior retain transit service even if it is downgraded to remain close to
residents? Why can’t Prior function like a bus route just the same as Granville St
in downtown?
TransLink: There are a number of considerations involved in bus route selection,
primarily balancing pedestrian access with route directness, and operational. Route
#22 is one of the top 10% bus routes in terms of ridership across the TransLink system,
and we’d expect it to continue being an important regional route after any changes are
made to the road network in this area. We (TransLink) know from market research and
customer feedback that transit speed and reliability are major factors in the decision to
use (or keep using) transit. So maintaining the #22 on the fastest and most direct route
is important – in this case the new arterial road connecting directly from Clark to Main
St. We also need to ensure that buses can operate safely and efficiently. We work with

local road authorities to ensure roads our buses use meet minimum guidelines for a
number of factors, including lane width, interactions with parking and other vehicles,
and more.
More information on transit network planning can be found in our Primer on Key
Concepts (especially page 15):
translink.ca/~/media/documents/plans_and_projects/managing_the_transit_network/m
anaging_the_network_primer.ashx
And our Transit Service Guidelines (especially page 34-37):
translink.ca/~/media/documents/plans_and_projects/transit_service_guideline/transit%
20services%20guidelines%20public%20summary.ashx
More information on bus infrastructure design guidelines are here:
translink.ca/-/media/Documents/plans_and_projects/transit_oriented_communities/Bu
s_Infrastructure_Design_Guidelines-Sept_2018.pdf
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Prior

Does the City envision/expect Venables to Victoria to remain an arterial route?
City of Vancouver: There is no current plan to downgrade Venables St. Between the rail
tracks and Commercial Drive, Venables Street is an industrial and commercial area.
Between Commercial Drive and Victoria Street, Venables Street is a residential area
similar to Prior St. The traffic volumes on Venables Street are lower east of Clark Drive.
Venables Street also connects multiple north-south arterials and provides local access
to surrounding neighbourhoods.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

When will we see a transportation plan for East of Clark?
City of Vancouver: The Grandview-Woodland area east of Clark underwent a
transportation and land use planning process that culminated in the
Grandview-Woodland Community Plan. It was adopted by City Council in 2016 and
includes policies on complete streets, safety, and all transportation modes.
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/grandview-woodland-community-plan.pdf
Some residents have expressed concern about vehicles short-cutting through a
number of different residential areas in East Vancouver. Maintaining a reliable network
of arterial streets is one part of the solution. In addition, staff are currently updating
our neighbourhood traffic-calming strategy to better respond to on-going concerns.
Some areas in East Vancouver have already been traffic-calmed, like Grandview and
Strathcona. Although calming certain streets is important – for instance, safe routes to
school or other key community destinations, traffic-calming does not decrease the
number of vehicles traveling through a particular area. Instead, traffic-calming
measures can encourage people to drive more slowly or choose to travel on an
adjacent street.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

How can we spread traffic - cars, transit, bikes, pedestrians - over more than 1
route? Is there the possibility of having more than one arterial route? Why
should there only be one?
City of Vancouver: The mandate of the panel is to recommend one route to staff. It is
possible to consider more than one grade-separated arterial in this area, as it would
add more resilience to the transportation network. There are also challenges with two
arterials, including selecting their alignment, cost, and determining the functions of
these streets so as not to induce more traffic demand – e.g. if we build additional
streets for vehicles, more people will choose to drive in the area than before.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

What is the proposed growth of residents in the False Creek Flats? What are the
demographics of the projected growth in population?
Community Panel Staff: According to Tom Wanklin’s Session 1 presentation, there are
currently 51,000 people who live within a 10 minute walk to False Creek Flats and it is
projected that by by 2045 that number of people will increase to 91,000, a 56%
increase.
According to Resource Planning Group Inc., in a 2018 report for the Strathcona
Community Center, the population of the Strathcona community was 12,270 in 2016. It
is projected that by 2041 the population will increase to 19,300, a 57% increase.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

How might development change along Clark?
City of Vancouver: The demand for industrial land in Vancouver continues to drive
record low vacancy rates and a number of new development projects. The specific
stretch of I-2 (light industrial zoning designation, details here) along Clark Drive was
identified in the False Creek Flats Plan as one of the best functioning light industrial
districts in the city, providing critical supports and services to the higher density
districts and economic functions throughout Vancouver. Included in that area is a
regionally significant cluster of produce wholesalers, a major concentration of arts
production, and a number of companies supporting construction and servicing from
this central location. As such, the False Creek Flats Plan removed potentially
detrimental uses in this sub-area of I-2 (auto dealer and mini-storage) to help preserve
this place as an intensifying center of industrial production and service in Vancouver.
As new development occurs in the I-2 districts throughout Vancouver, the older
1-storey warehouse type buildings are being replaced with higher density development
that leverages the allowable densities in the district for intensified employment that
retains the industrial character. Some examples of recent I-2 development, which
could be imagined along Clark are included here:
ironworksvancouver.com/project/building/
thegeorge.online/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2017/07/1157-Parker-Street-The-George.
pdf
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

Can we reconsider Main & Prior as the starting point for an east-west arterial
through the Flats?
City of Vancouver: The new Pacific Boulevard to replace the existing viaducts runs
along Prior St east of Quebec St, and intersects with Main St. The arterial through the
Flats needs to provide a direct east-west route between Downtown and East
Vancouver, and connect with Pacific Boulevard at Main and Prior.
The maps below help explain how the street would connect with the new Pacific
Boulevard, and how people would travel between Downtown and East Vancouver. Blue
lines indicate the east-west travel movements, and red lines indicate the north-south
travel movements.
In the options presented to the panel, east-west travel would connect from Pacific
Boulevard, travelling straight through the two intersections on Quebec Street and Main
Street (see image below). Both Quebec and Main are major arterial streets and truck
routes running north-south. Main Street is designated as part of TransLink’s regional
Major Road Network (MRN).

Figure 1: Graphic of east-west movements connecting to Pacific Boulevard at Quebec and
Main Streets

If the arterial through the Flats
is not directly connected to
where Pacific Boulevard ends,
people travelling east would
need to make a right-turn at
Quebec or Main Street, then
cross three lanes to get into a
left-turn lane, and then make a
left turn onto the arterial.
People travelling west would do
a similar movement in reverse.
This condition creates
additional turns and lane
changing. The design of the
intersections would be
challenging to accommodate
relatively high volumes of vehicles travelling north-south on Quebec and Main Streets,
vehicles turning left across their path, and people walking and cycling across the street.
In addition, National Ave between Quebec and Main Street is a local street with
residences on both sides of the street. Shifting the arterial traffic to this existing local
street would also require consultation.
Figure 2: Graphic of east-west movements with intersections at Quebec and Main Streets
to connect to Pacific Boulevard

The National (S-curve route) has
the two 90 degree turns around
Trillium Park and the National
Works Yard. Because the turns
occur at Thornton Street, where
there is no north-south street,
the turns are continuous rather
than at an intersection. This
configuration is similar to the
curve at McGill and Nanaimo
and the design cannot be
replicated at Quebec or Main
Street.
(cont’d on next page)

Figure 3: Graphic of east-west movements along potential National route
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

Who works on mitigation with the residents or tenants who don’t own affected
property? What are examples of city mitigation with small business tenants (not
just landlords/owners)?
City of Vancouver: Once an alignment is chosen by City Council, staff would first work
with businesses, including small business tenants, and try to mitigate impacts of the
route through design solutions. If design solutions are not feasible, the City’s real
estate staff would meet with impacted owners and tenants. Architects and engineers
may be employed to understand the specific concerns and identify a variety of ways to
best address the concerns, which may include changing access, rebuilding the building,
or relocating a business.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

How does expropriation work? What point in the process will you know your
building will be expropriated? Partial lot or whole lot?
City of Vancouver: Once an alignment is chosen by City Council, a preliminary design
would be developed with input from architects and real estate staff. The City’s real
estate staff would meet with impacted owners and tenants to try and address their
concerns. If an agreement cannot be negotiated with the owner, expropriation is the
last resort. City Council would need to approve the expropriation, give notice to the
owners and tenants and follow the necessary steps set out in the Expropriation Act.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

What are some of the legal constraints of your work mitigating impacts to
businesses?
City of Vancouver: The Expropriation Act has a defined process that the City would
follow if necessary. Expropriation is the last resort.
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Prior
William
Malkin
National

What does business displacement mean?
City of Vancouver: The term seems to be referring to a business needing to relocate as
a direct result of a land acquisition. In the case of this scenario, the City would give the
impacted owners/tenant as much time as possible so they are able to make decisions
to minimize any impacts. The City would likely pay reasonable relocation costs if it was
the direct result of the land acquisition.
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Malkin

Have there been any attempts to redevelop any of the warehouses?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): Yes, however, significant upgrades have been on hold due
to the uncertainty regarding the selection of the False Creek Flats arterial road.
Produce Row businesses have continued to invest into their facilities on a regular basis
to keep current with government regulations and to focus on what we do best -- which
is to supply healthy fresh produce to the communities throughout Canada’s Western
Provinces and as far as Montreal.
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Prior
Malkin

What is the Produce Row position on the Prior-Venables alignment option?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): We are in favour of finding a mutually beneficial path
forward. One that maintains Produce Row as BC’s critical food hub while also
maintaining an arterial road, whether this be Prior-Venables or another option.
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Malkin

It sounds like the truck activity [on the arterial, if Malkin is selected] would also
frustrate and annoy commuter traffic - do you agree?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): Yes, as trucks calling on Produce Row 24/7 often pull over
to the side of the street prior to entering truck courts/loading bays to ensure it is safe
to enter. Also, the trucks will need to block traffic while backing into loading bays. Both
of these actions will significantly impair Malkin’s efficiency as an arterial road.
These truck activities will frustrate commuter traffic and could encourage unsafe
commuter driver behaviour such as speeding around trucks, cutting into lanes, and “rat
running” (when commuter vehicles seek to avoid congestion by cutting through
residential roads).
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Malkin
National

If we choose National, how might that affect access to Produce Row?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): There are no direct negative effects to access Malkin
Avenue if National Avenue is selected as the new arterial road. The majority of Produce
Row’s businesses will still be able to operate.
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Malkin

How can Produce Row justify using a City road for its operations?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): Produce Row has been in operations since 1959. When we
first started our operations, Malkin Avenue was basically a service road that no one
other than the local operations used. Even to this day, Malkin Avenue is not a primary
road.
I would like to clarify my statement in the Produce Row speech “Large trucks need to
use Malkin Avenue as an extension of the truck courts for loading and unloading.” The
companies do not physically load product on or off the trucks using the street.
The point I wanted to get across: It is common practice for large trucks making
deliveries to buildings that do not have a large truck court, to use the roadway to
access the properties whether they drive into or back into the building’s truck courts or
receiving bays.
Note: Semi-trailer boxes have undergone major changes in length since the 1950’s. The
shift from a standard 40’ trailer box to the current use of a standard 53’ length trailer
box for semi-trailers (75 feet overall length) making it necessary for the trucks to make
wide turns on the roadway.
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Malkin

Why is transit not an option to emphasize for employees rather than missing
parking?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): Produce Row fully supports multi-modal transportation
(walking, biking, transit, etc.) for its employees in support of reducing congestion and
transportation GHG emissions. However, we respect the choice of our employees to
make their own transportation decision that best aligns with their needs – for some
this does include walking and bicycling to work, for others taking the bus, and for some
driving which requires parking.
As mentioned earlier, TransLink should make Skytrain and the local bus systems
readily available to commuters 24/7, so employees can take advantage of the public
transport system to get to and from work based on their late night, early morning
employment schedules.
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Malkin

What is the potential for expansion of Produce Row?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): If property becomes available around the hub the answer
would be “yes.” Our “hub” is not much different than the majority of the wholesale
produce hubs in North America where land is restricted.
The often raved about provincially owned Ontario Food Terminal (OFT), which service
Canada’s central and eastern provinces, is also surrounded by community parks,
homes, and industry and commercial businesses. The only difference from OFT is that
Produce Row is separated by streets and property lines. Like the OFT, to meet food
delivery demands due to population growth, Produce Row expansion plan is to obtain
smaller satellite storage and packaging warehouses to supplement their main buildings
located in the hub. FreshPoint and Fresh Direct Produce are currently operating
satellite warehouses in the Vancouver lower mainland.
The main produce companies are currently located on and around Malkin Avenue. We
do not anticipate any major changes to Produce Row’s core businesses unless there is
a major change in the population growth. BC’s population is approximately 5 million
today and expected to increase to a population of approximately 6 million in 20 years.
All the businesses on Produce Row wish we have the 6 million population market to
sell to, today.
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Malkin
National

In your remarks, you mention that the National route would affect North
American Produce. Can you elaborate how the National Route would impact that
business?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): North American Produce is located on Malkin Avenue,
adjacent to Thornton Street. Therefore, North American Produce will be impacted by
all arterial options except Prior/Venables, as all routes propose to use at least the first
(western part) of Malkin Avenue – see map below:

View National Route S-Curve conceptual design map, see map below.
North American Produce will not be able to use the western end of their property for
parking, sales, and receiving functions. The City will appropriate the western end of the
property to build the intersection.
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Malkin

Is Produce Row familiar with and comfortable with the service lane approach
outlined in the Malkin North variation?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): The exploratory Malkin Ave – North Alignment conceptual
design map with the service lane is very limited in scope, but a lot better than the map
in the FACP City Resource Guide. We need more detailed information on the Malkin
North Variation service lane approach before we are able to assess what impact it may
have on the four Produce Row businesses.
Preliminary concerns:
● Is the grade level of the service road the same height or lower than Malkin Ave.
● Does the grade level of the service road affect the usability of the truck courts in

front of the buildings?
● Why is the service road a dead end on the west end of the road with no direct
●
●
●
●
●

●
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Malkin

connection to Chess Street?
How will the standard 75 feet long semi-trailers move in and out of Discovery
Organics property?
How will the service road’s grade difference between Raymur Ave and Glen Drive
affect the 75 feet long semi-trailers turning into and leaving FreshPoint’s property?
There are no provisions for employee street parking.
Require modeling / line drawings of the turning radius of the 75 feet long
semi-trailers in and out of the properties.
The service road varies in width from east to west. The design proposes only two
lanes, semi-trailers currently use the width of three lanes to back in and pull out
from the properties.
In addition, the Malkin North Variation would be the highest environmental impact
of all options including the loss of 123 of the largest trees, removes 64%
Cottonwood Gardens and affect 17 businesses on Charles Street.

The concept of a “hub” has been presented in plans like False Creek Flats Plan.
Has there been a discussion of a produce hub that would increase resilience,
access, and success of produce/food business?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): A “hub” is the actions of the participants not only the
structures of the buildings. As identified previously, Produce Row is a wholesale
produce hub which services the restaurant and grocery industry.
The False Creek Flats plan food hub is all encompassing involving every level of the
distribution process from farm gate to the end user. The idea of a food district
containing an all-inclusive food bank/hub, community gardens, distributors (produce
row), breweries, Aquaponics, rooftop greenhouses and a permanent indoor and
outdoor farmers market for local foods and art with commercial processing and
eateries has been discussed with the Vancouver Economic Commission.
Produce Row’s wholesale distribution businesses would fit in as one sector of the
greater food hub plan.
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Why is William so much better than Malkin?
Philip Wong (Produce Row): As previously stated, we are in favour of finding a mutually
beneficial path forward – one that maintains Produce Row as BC’s critical food hub,
while also maintaining an arterial road. While Malkin Avenue options would render
Produce Row inoperable for the vast majority of businesses, forcing businesses to close
or locate elsewhere, the Williams Street option maintains some (approximately 30%) of
Produce Row operations from being affected (i.e., business east of Chess Street). Of
significance is that the Williams Street option also preserves a greater number of trees,
the Cottonwood Gardens, and the Charles Street businesses.
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To clarify: are all business impacts associated with both the overpass and
underpass alignments on Prior/Venables?
Theodora Lamb (Prior businesses): Yes, the 8 principles we developed are based on
both possibilities.
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Have you surveyed area businesses [along Prior/Venables] for impacts on
employees of relocating transit access off Prior/Venables?
Theodora Lamb (Prior businesses): Not directly, no. Our conversations have been
about the proposed artery at large.
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What percentage of the businesses you represent [on Prior/Venables] are highly
location-specific vs less location-dependent (if retail, truck access, etc. were
made available for relocation mitigation, financial compensation)?
Theodora Lamb (Prior businesses): The considerations required to move any
businesses are significant and each business would need to be addressed on an
individual basis. Some businesses require loading bays and on/off boarding. Others
would need to maintain their storefront for community serving retail purposes. It
depends completely on the individual needs of each business which is why we have
recommended a principled approach.
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You are heavily invested in the area, with a business and a home here. What is
your best description of the process over the last three years since you’ve been
involved?
Kelly Ready (Charles businesses): When I decided to open a studio for disadvantaged
youth for industrial arts training, I looked at where the needs were the greatest, it was
obviously the lower East side and the closest I could get was the Strathcona
community. It was also important for me to be in the area of the Cultural Crawl. This
would also allow me to offer the art gallery to other artists free of charge. The building
had to be zoned light industrial, I also needed to find a smaller strata building that was
within my budget, there was one option and that is my present location, 1269 Clark. It
took me five years to find this building. Once I found it I had to upgrade to city code,
and put in the machinery which cost me another $230,000. I also decided to purchase
a house within the neighbourhood near my studio. I also run an animal rights
organization that educates the public out of the same facility with art shows that bring
attention to the plight of animals with all proceeds from the art shows going to animal
rights organizations. The last years have been like looking for an ounce of truth in a sea
of lies. I think the panel will find the same that I have found, when you ask the city or
the Parks Board for a straight answer, you get confusing scenarios and open ended
answers. Which is led me to believe the city is not making available the appropriate
amount of information to make a decision.
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You have 5 years experience in this process dealing with all of the stakeholders.
Can you briefly give us a small summary of the options & the effects for
businesses on Charles St?
Kelly Ready (Charles businesses): I’ve been involved with all the major stakeholders,
and I’ve dug deep and spent years trying to get to the bottom of this. The last mayor
sold land to developers that helped his campaign, he made a deal with Strathcona
community to quiet down Prior Street for their support. There was no consultation
with any of the businesses, as long as the problem was as far away from Strathcona as
possible they were satisfied.
I tried to work with the Strathcona leadership to find a workable solution for
Strathcona and our businesses. Strathcona recommends the option of National in a
variation that takes out Charles and a good part of Produce Row. Not much of an
improvement from former Councilman Meggs when he told us Malkin and Charles was
a done deal and we are under the bulldozers. Only when we organized the businesses

on Charles Street and Malkin, did the city realize the economic importance and food
supply issues. The existing city manager is a left over from the last administration
attempting to complete this legacy of handing over our city to developers.
National Street will never be an option, approximately 75% or more of the most
expensive option is in the hands of private industry, city engineers themselves say that
process could take years to get that financing out of them. The city’s plan is to bring
down the viaduct in the next couple of years, the developers will not wait.The city will
simply use that schedule and the stalling of private corporate interests who have to
foot the bill to eliminate the National option. Why would the city put up a brand-new
city works complex if National was ever an option. National is smoke and mirrors.
The William Street option was thrown in the last minute by the last administration
because of the importance that was demonstrated by our businesses. That option is in
the hands of the Parks Board whose mandate is zero loss of parks. The city could use
that Parks Board veto to get off the hook, unless there is a negotiation for other land
for parks and possibly funding for community centres as a give-and-take, and neither
the city or the Parks Board is sharing that information with any of us. The city and the
Parks Board are keeping all their cards tight to their vest, so how can any of the panel
members make an educated decision?
I ask the panel members to look for the information that is not given and question the
information that is so shallowly given in open-ended scenarios. Then there is the
Cottonwood Gardens, and the Eagles Nest. Some of the stakeholders use them as
pawns to protect their interest. The city thinks the gardens as squatters. The fact of the
matter is they have rights. I’ve looked into the effect on the Eagles and the options that
take out the most trees that affect their habitats. There are eagle relocation experts
that put man-made nesting very close to the trees. I believe this needs to be in the
hands of the experts and not simply used as a political pawn.
In my opinion protecting the Eagles is very critical. The gardens are also an issue, they
have been there a long time and they deserve to remain. What is the best and most
economic solution, leaving Prior Street as is, with an underpass for traffic vehicle train
separation and a multifaceted overpass for the park. It seems Strathcona is
well-organized and that does not look to be a possibility. I say again National is not an
option no matter what this panel recommends.
Malkin and Charles make their own very important case, all three variations damage all
of our businesses, the gardens and eagles. William is the best option with the least
amount of collateral damage and at best a compromise, with no one getting everything
they want, it affects most all the stakeholders. It preserves the vast majority of the
park, it gives Strathcona their major issue of downgrading Prior, and could gain large
financing from the city for the community centre or redoing of the park, I believe if
Williams if chosen, should result in Strathcona been given some compensation to
improve their neighbourhood facilities from the savings from paying out of all of the
businesses.
I appreciate and respect all the effort and time that the dedicated people of the panel
have given, I dedicated years and the only thing I’ve learned is when I asked a tough
question I get an open-ended answer. Please dig deep for the truth please keep digging
and asking the tough questions and do not make a decision until you get the answers.
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What would be the likely impacts of Prior and William options on 1000 Parker?
Terry Kaufenberg (William businesses): The Prior Street option will have no measurable
impact on the 1000 Parker St building. Question two the William Street option: As you
know philanthropy only works when the giver sees value in their gift and as the
landscape around 1000 Parker Street changes there is a very real possibility so does
the commitment by the owners. With the William street proposal comes the very real
possibility that our building to the north of the viaduct could, all or a portion of, be
expropriated or traded for another piece of property. That would decrease the overall
footprint of the properties that the Beedie group owns down here by approx.. 150,000
square feet. The loss of that kind of monthly income would be very impactful because
the overall footprint of 1125 Vernon, 1000 Parker Street and 1040/1050 Parker Street is
very expensive to maintain, especially 1000 Parker Street and 1125 Vernon represents
a large source of income that offsets the costs of the Parker Street building.
The other factor to consider is that 1000 Parker Street on the west side next to the rail
lines is partially built on railway easement so when the main rail line is twinned we will
lose some of that side of the building. With pressure on the south and west side of
Parker Street , combined with the expense of maintaining a 100 year old building, the
loss of revenue from 1125 Vernon and the decrease in property values, the decision to
keep the properties is seriously in jeopardy. Decisions are made at the corporate level
by officers of the company that don’t have the same passion or attachment to the arts
and the area as the rest of us. Both of the changes to the property (viaduct/arterial and
rail line) were not anticipated when the decisions were made to keep 1000 Parker
Street for art studios and both of these decisions will feature prominently in it’s future.
The only assurance I was given by Mr. Beedie when I took over running these buildings
and Parker Street in particular was that I would be there until I retire and I retire in less
than two years. Nothing in the corporate world is written in stone.
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If 1000 Parker is “100 years old”, does or will it be designated as a Heritage
building (to help protect it)?
Terry Kaufenberg (William businesses): As for the heritage status for 1000 Parker
Street, the building has undergone so many changes to the original site that it might be
expensive to do or not possible at all. I would not want to approach this subject with
the owners because I would not want to handcuff the company , they have been very
good to me for 25 years and I would not want to make any decisions about the
property more difficult. If outside influences want to take up that position with the city
I would be fine with it but I can't be involved until I know what the Beedie Group has in
mind.
In closing I am an artist and have been one all of my life so 1000 Parker Street is very
important to me, I have my studio there. I can't express this enough, the health of the
art world in Vancouver and especially in this area will be severely damaged if we lose
1000 Parker Street. I get artists every week looking for studio space because their
landlords have change the mandate for their buildings due to high property values and
the same is a very real possibility here. The Beedie Group has a plan for the properties
in this area and the William Street viaduct proposal has the real potential to hasten
their timeline. The status quo for the William Street area is the only way to ensure the
longevity of 1000 Parker Street.
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What are the names of the businesses in the Grant Business Park and who &
where do they serve?
Tony Spagnuolo (Grant businesses):
Design Build Company: My unit is set up as a woodworking shop for custom millwork
related to my renovation business. As well as being conveniently located, this complex
provides hard to find industrial zoning because of the noise from machines used in
working with wood.
Nitro Pipe Freeze: Plumbing company servicing all the buildings in the Vancouver
downtown core 24/7. We specialize in a revolutionary method of freezing the pipes so
that the work can be completed quickly and safely, with minimal disruption. Round the
clock service needs to be close to clients in downtown area. nitropipefreeze.com
Lakeview Power Systems (16 employees): Electrical contractors who have been in
business for over 40 years. Servicing large clients like UBC and Costal Mtn. Bus
Company and small ones like Bellagio Cafe Bar and Tap & Barrel.
lakeviewpowersystems.com
Rural First Broadband: We are a tech company. Our technology allows unconnected
communities to become connected through our licensed wireless broadband
technology. We specialized in small rural communities within British Columbia and
Alberta.
Ampac Electrical (15 employees): 20 years in business with a A+ BBB rating. They are
electrical contractors that serve the Vancouver area.
A B Scale Model Limited: Architectural firm that designs miniature models of large
projects. They have 28 years of visualizing architecture. Copied from their website,
“From humble beginnings in a forgotten basement on Mainland Street, the family
business has grown into a thriving enterprise at 5th Avenue and Ontario Street that
draws Vancouver’s most renowned architects, developers, marketing teams, and
engineers. And at the heart of this hub is the husband-and-wife team of Ming and
Sharon, a pair that complements each other and keeps the clockwork moving, like
sunrise and sunset.” abscale.com
Aquataur Services Ltd.: We provide affordable renovation and repair work services for
rental apartments located mostly in the city of Vancouver. aquataur.com
The Little Big Workshop: We are artists who design and manufacture for the film and
television industry as well the fine art and architecture sector.
thelittlebigworkshop.com
The Little Big Yarn Shop warehouse: Warehousing for The Little Big Yarn Shop, a full
service yarn store. Located off Commercial Drive at 1683 East 13th Avenue in
Vancouver. woolisnotenough.com
Nelcan Electric (10 employees): We are electrical contractors, with our crew working in
Vancouver area. We have a full time service department allowing us to respond to
emergencies 24 hours a day. nelcan.ca
Holme Wig Camp Company (2 employees): They make wigs, etc for film and theatre.
This location was selected as it is central for film crews to meet with them. They also

have a school of wig-making and period styling. Recently, our hair and make-up team
won an award at IATSE 706 Make-up Artists and Hair Stylists Guild.
facebook.com/wigcampcanada
Capitol Media House (5 contractors): A boutique video production company
specializing in creative storytelling. They film and produce professional videos for
businesses. This location is, as well, central to the work they do.
capitolmediahouse.com
Presentation Framing: For ten years they have been framing artwork and arranging art
displays.
Fusion Projects (3 employees): Recently awarded one of Canada’s top medium and
small employers for 2018. Designs and builds interior office space according to
business organizational/culture requirements. Operating mostly in the downtown area
and in the lower mainland. fusion-projects.com
MIG Tires (3 employees): Wholesale tire warehouse who provide tires for customers
and businesses in the Vancouver area. migtires.com
Restoration Hardware Floors: We are in the business of hardwood flooring restoration
and installation in the Vancouver area. Member of the BBB. Great Vancouver.
restorationhardwood.ca
City Core Messenger Services: Courier and delivery services for businesses and
residences in the downtown, Strathcona and East Vancouver areas. citycore.ca
Avanti Industries Ltd (5 employees): Operates our unit as a warehouse, offering secure
storage and office space to businesses in the local area and downtown. At present we
are storing stock for our retail store which is currently reorganizing into an online sales
operation.
Kistec Technology: A technology company involved in the research and development of
high tech machinery used in assembly lines.
Perspective Films: Is full service live action 360˚immersive virtual reality studio &
laboratory. These film artists also specialized 3d filming and editing process for various
clients in the lower mainland and provide equipment for this. We “are dedicated to
pushing the creative boundaries.” perspectivefilms.ca
Brightside Cinema: We do a high end video equipment rental and maintenance
business for the film industry in Vancouver and throughout B.C. brightsidecinema.com
Dollar Meats: Warehousing and preparation for a long-standing Chinatown food
establishment that defines the Chinatown neighborhood. One of the oldest running
shops in Chinatown, Dollar Meat Store has been in Chinatown for over 30 years.
Davis Trading Family has been in the recycling industry for over three generations. This
unit serves as an office. Davistrading.com
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Instead of disrupting Strathcona Park, would you prefer the disruption of
Trillium Park?
Strathcona Residents’ Association: We prefer the choice that does the least harm. A
road through Strathcona Park would be far more disruptive than losing a small corner
of Trillium Park for a “S” curve. Strathcona Park serves numerous functions and, if Prior
is Calmed, would be more accessible and ripe for development into a much better
resident friendly park. Trillium's use for soccer leagues would not be disrupted by the
National-Charles option. If the “S” curve is the concern, we recommend continuing
National straight through to Main or Quebec.
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What is the number of artists currently working or residing in the False Creek
Flats area?
John Steil, Eastside Culture Crawl: The Eastside Culture Crawl estimates the number of
the artists in the study area at 1500 artists. Many of these artists could be impacted by
the arterial routing
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Please be aware that Vancouver Food Bank is moving regardless of the arterial
route (mentioned during the tour) - can this be clarified? Can you confirm that
the Greater Vancouver Food Bank will be located on Raymur beyond 2020?
Flats Arterial Community Panel staff: On Friday February 8, the Greater Vancouver
Food Bank sent out an email announcing, “Greater Vancouver Food Bank has found a
new warehouse and head office location at 8345 Winston St, Burnaby, BC. The lease on
the GVFB’s current warehouse and office expires on June 30, 2019… Stay tuned for a fill
the warehouse event in September of 2019!”
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How will other rail crossings in the area be affected by the arterial decision? If
we choose National, what would happen with the blocking of Prior, or closing
crossing of rail tracks? Why couldn’t bus 22 continue to use Prior/Venables even
if another arterial is chosen? Can you briefly describe what [“Emergency Vehicle
Access only at rail crossing] would look like? Regarding rail safety, can controlled
crossings be added to roads instead of “blocking” them off?
City of Vancouver: If any route other than Prior St is selected for the arterial,
Prior/Venables would be closed at street level, at the rail crossing. It is this closure that
would enable Prior St to be downgraded to a local-serving street. As long as the rail
crossing is open, people driving will continue to choose Prior St as a route if it is the
most direct and convenient for them. In addition, a main purpose of the closure of the
rail crossing is to address community rail-safety issues. In a dense urban area that is
witnessing an increase in rail activity, a controlled crossing with flashing lights, bells,
and gates does not address the safety risk to the same degree that grade-separation
would. Incidents involving trains are a serious matter and can be fatal, and it is best to
reduce the potential for incidents to occur by grade-separating trains from people
walking/biking/driving.
If Prior St is closed at the rail crossing, it is very unlikely that TransLink would maintain
transit service on Prior/Venables since good transit service requires a reliable and
direct route between key destinations. Similarly, if Prior St. is closed at the rail crossing
emergency vehicles would likely rely on the grade-separated arterial. There are,
however, designs for closures at rail crossings which do allow for vehicles to cross the
rail tracks in the case of an emergency. Such flexible designs contribute to the
resiliency of the transportation network, by providing redundancy and additional
routes in the case of an emergency.
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Can you describe some of the design opportunities to improve truck access to
Produce Row? How up to date are the conversations between the City and
Produce Row with regards to the Malkin North variation? [Are Produce Row
representatives familiar with and comfortable with/supportive of the service
lane approach outlined in the Malkin North variation?]
City of Vancouver: This business area has developed over a long period of time, and
trucks have been informally using the street for loading and maneuvering for some
time. We typically expect businesses to be able to maneuver trucks on site and avoid
relying on the city street which needs to accommodate other uses.
As Produce Row is comprised of multiple businesses, each business has unique
operations and needs. If Malkin is the selected alignment, there would be a case by
case conversation with each business that is impacted by the arterial route to
determine the appropriate design and mitigations. The City would work with
businesses to adapt their site layout to rely less on the city street for everyday
activities, which could also include changing how trucks access their site.
During the False Creek Flats Area planning process, some discussion of possible Malkin
North variations occurred as part of the consultation – see the March 2016 Open
House boards. This included conversations with some of the businesses in the area.
Through these conversations, a service lane was identified as one possible design
opportunity to explore. A service lane could be designed in different ways, and could
include one-way streets and/or require larger trucks to access the service lane from
only one direction. The details of the service lane design would need to be explored
with input from businesses in the area in a future phase.
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What data exists about air quality/particulate matter related to arterial roads,
especially regarding health impacts for nearby residents and workers?
City of Vancouver: Air quality is monitored and regulated by Metro Vancouver, and not
by the City of Vancouver. Further information and air quality data is available on the
Metro Vancouver website:
metrovancouver.org/about/departments/ppe/air-quality/Pages/default.aspx
The City of Vancouver is interested in learning alongside other cities, as this is an
emerging area of study across the world. There are many correlations between health
and transportation, including how active transportation, land use, built form, and air
quality may impact someone’s physical and mental well-being. We understand that
measuring air quality and attributing it to specific sources is complex, as air
contaminants are released by thousands of sources and dispersion depends on many
factors including the weather and landscape. It is also difficult to understand the
health impacts related specifically to air quality, as a person’s health also depends on
many other factors such as lifestyle, diet, or genetics. We hope to learn from global
research to inform the implementation of our City policies including Transportation
2040, Healthy City Strategy, and Renewable City Strategy.
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I’m wondering if the COV/Port/CN can publicly agree or counter the SRA’s points
whereby they are inferring funding has been assumed/confirmed for their
proposed routes from the rail & Port organizations etc? - “COV (City of
Vancouver) isn’t paying the for the overpass. The Port of Vancouver estimates
the cost for two overpasses (vehicle and bike) will be $225M. They’ve applied to
the NTCF for $100M and state the rest will come from the CN Rail (who will
directly profit from increased rail access), Translink and COV. For comparison,

COV contributed only $3.75M to the $50M cost of Powell Street.”
City of Vancouver: No funding has been secured for the arterial grade-separation
project, and the anticipated funding contribution from each partner has not been
determined.
The City made an unsuccessful application to the National Trade Corridors Fund, which
was based on a high-level project cost estimate at the time. This estimate did not have
the same costing information we have now.
The City hopes that our partners will see a benefit in this project and will help fund it.
We also know that applications for funding are competitive with other cities and
Provinces, and will need to meet the priorities of our partners. Once a route is selected
by City Council, actual project costs would be determined and a business case and
multiple account evaluation would be undertaken to assess both the quantitative and
qualitative costs and benefits of the project. This evaluation would be a part of the
application process for funding from our partners. It is the results of this evaluation
that would help our partners determine if they were interested in funding the project,
and if they were interested, it would determine their level of contribution. Our partners
are likely to fund a project in proportion to the benefits they expect to receive from a
project.
In the case of the Powell Street Overpass, the cost sharing was largely based on a
cost-benefit assessment where the Port anticipated that they were the primary
beneficiaries - the overpass allowed them to address important operational issues.
TransLink also had an interest in the Powell St Overpass, as it is part of the Major Road
Network that is co-managed by TransLink, and as such TransLink provides funding to
maintain the route.
In comparison, many of the associated costs and benefits of the Flats Arterial route are
associated with community mitigations or improvements, rather than our partners
activities or interests. This means we don’t anticipate that our partners will be
interested in bearing as much of the project cost as they did in the case of the Powell St
Overpass. In addition, according to the current Federal guidelines we can apply for up
to 50% of the eligible project costs from the Federal government. However, eligible
project costs do not include the costs of property acquisition, park or business
mitigation. In the case of the Flats arterial, these costs are a significant component of
the project costs.
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What are the basic design considerations for a T-intersection into Clark?
City of Vancouver: The design of an intersection generally considers the safety of all
modes of transportation; the volume and turning movements of vehicles, pedestrians
and cyclists; the signal timing for all movements and time for people walking across;
and the capacity and the length of vehicles queued on all approaches; and the design
needed to accommodate the movements such as refuge islands for pedestrians or
cyclists, and left/right-turn bays.
We anticipate that the design of a T-intersection at Clark Drive for any of the new
arterial routes to be similar to the current intersection of Great Northern Way/E 6th
Ave at Clark Drive (see image below). Another example of a T-intersection that
accommodates high volumes of people walking, cycling, and driving is at Burrard St
and Cornwall Ave. (see image on next page)
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What are the long-term costs of each of the 4 options (financial, amount of
maintenance, operations, health and other side effects)?
City of Vancouver: We have not completed an extensive life-cycle analysis of the costs
of each route option at this time. We do know from best practice that the larger and
more complex the piece of infrastructure, the higher the costs will be to maintain,
operate and rehabilitate it over time. However, a more comprehensive, qualitative
assessment of the costs of options over the long term is something we are hoping the
Panel can help evaluate.
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Have you reviewed how trucks would be routed through the area if
Prior/Venables is chosen and Glen is closed?
City of Vancouver: Access for all vehicles, including trucks, was reviewed and is
included in the ‘Local Access’ section of your City Resource Guide.
For an underpass on the Prior/Venables route, vehicles accessing the industrial area
west of the rail tracks turn onto either Raymur Ave or Hawks Ave to access the area
south of Prior St, and either Raymur Ave or Campbell Ave to access the industrial area
north of Prior St.
For an overpass on the Prior/Venables route, vehicles accessing the industrial area on
Raymur Ave north of Prior St would use Campbell Ave, while vehicles accessing the
area south of Prior St would use Hawks Ave or a detour via Campbell, Union, and
Raymur Ave to connect under the overpass.
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Access to regional destinations (hospital) will be part of the demand on a new
arterial. Are there examples of other existing arterials serving regional
destinations that see truck movements as what currently take place on Malkin
Ave?
City of Vancouver: No. The truck maneuvering currently taking place on Malkin Ave is
not permitted as part of the City of Vancouver Streets and Traffic Bylaw. To date, the
low volume of vehicle traffic on Malkin Ave has meant there hasn’t been a need to
actively enforce the bylaw. If Malkin Ave were the arterial route, a solution would need
to be found for the truck movements currently taking place on the street. The issue
isn’t the volume of trucks on the arterial as the volume is similar to other arterial
streets in the City, the issue is that trucks might regularly obstruct the flow of vehicle
traffic with their movements and it is a safety concern to back up across a sidewalk.
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We are being asked to choose a route taking into consideration what is currently
present in the area (Trillium Park, City Works Yards, Fire & Rescue, etc). Will
those and other features still be there when the arterial is built or five years
after, etc?
City of Vancouver: There is no plan to move the City facilities currently located in the
False Creek Flats. The Flats provides an important strategic central location for these
facilities allowing for quick response to emergencies, and effective support of critical
City infrastructure. The facilities affected by the National option and variations are
relatively new (15-20 years) and were planned with a service life of 50-70 years.
National Works Yard was built in 2004, The Fire Training Office and Classroom Facility
was built in 2003, The Fire Training Burn Tower was built in 1997, and the HUSAR
Warehouse was built in 2005.
The False Creek Flats Area Plan, which is a 30+ year long-term plan, has identified the
area as Industrial Back-of-House and critical for City of Vancouver facilities:
“The Industrial Back-of-House sub-area in the northeast corner of the Flats
provides a strategic location for a variety of core industrial and city-serving
businesses, industrial art production studios, and an established and growing food
district. In addition, these centrally located lands are home to several City of
Vancouver facilities and plays a critical role in providing essential civic services
City-wide – such as the maintenance and repair of roads, infrastructure and City
facilities – and emergency management and response from Vancouver Fire and
Rescue, the Vancouver Police Department and the Heavy Urban Search and
Rescue.” vancouver.ca/files/cov/false-creek-flats-plan-2017-05-17.pdf
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The Terminal overpass is 70 years old; what is the plan for replacement?
City of Vancouver: Over the past 7 to 10 years, the City has conducted detailed
inspection and coating audits of the Grandview Viaduct to assess its condition and its
needs for maintenance, rehabilitation, and retrofit for aspects such as deck renewal,
coating renewal, railing replacements or upgrades, and seismic upgrades. Seismic
upgrades of the Grandview Viaduct were completed in early 2000 and there is currently
no plan for replacing the Grandview Viaduct. However, as it is an older structure, there
will need to be a seismic and lifecycle analysis study in the coming years to support the
City’s asset planning and identify any needs for rehabilitation or replacement.
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We need a break down of the $160-240 million estimation for the mitigation of
the National route.
City of Vancouver: The mitigation costs for the National route take 3 major cost
elements into consideration:
● the costs of mitigating business impacts, including any changes required to
buildings;
● the cost of mitigating the impacted areas of the National Works Yard, including
both replacing structures and reconfiguring the functional space of the yard; and
● the cost of relocating the Fire Training Facility, as we know that the Fire Training
Facility could not be modified or relocated on the current site.
At this stage, the cost estimates involve a lot of uncertainty. In part, this is due to the
unpredictability of property costs and other market conditions. A significant portion of
the estimated cost comes from the need to purchase land for the Fire Training Facility.
There are at least two major cost challenges related to relocating the Fire Training
Facility – first, the cost of industrial land has doubled in the last 3 years; and second, no
suitable sites for this facility have been identified, and we anticipate that to find a large

enough site the City would need to assemble several properties. This process would
expensive and time-consuming.
The large cost range for National could both increase further, or also decrease if the
City is able to strategically leverage funding through development in the area.
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What is the price tag for the Viaduct removal project and road replacement?
City of Vancouver: The Public Benefits Strategy for the North East False Creek Plan
(Council approved in 2018), identified that $360 million is needed for the viaducts
deconstruction and replacement with an at-grade street network. The City anticipates
that this would be largely self-funded through development and strategic partnerships,
rather than taxpayer funded. Funding sources would include development-related
revenues, sale or lease of lands in Northeast False Creek and City-owned blocks east of
Quebec Street, senior government contributions, and other strategic partnerships.
More information can be found in the Council presentation and report:
council.vancouver.ca/20180131/documents/cfsc4_presentation.pdf
council.vancouver.ca/20180131/documents/cfsc4.pdf
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Who works on mitigation with [tenants] who don’t own affected property? What
are examples of city mitigation with small business tenants (not just
landlords/owners)?
City of Vancouver: Once an alignment is chosen by City Council, staff would first work
with businesses, including small business tenants, and try to mitigate impacts of the
route through design solutions. If design solutions are not feasible, the City’s real
estate staff would meet with impacted owners and tenants. Architects and engineers
may be employed to understand the specific concerns and identify a variety of ways to
best address the concerns, which may include changing access, rebuilding the building,
or relocating a business.
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What information can you share about the impacts of climate change, building
on tidal flats, and earthquake remediation relative to the new hospital campus?
The ground around the new proposed St Paul's area is in the floodplain/ high tide
zone. Was this considered?
Rhonda Lui and Marc Dagneau, St. Paul’s Hospital: We are not designing the hospital
and then tendering it to construction, as most folks would assume. Instead we study all
the risks with a team of professionals from many disciplines and develop a set of
requirements that the hospital design and construction must meet, and then we send
those requirements to market and select a proponent to design and build via a
competitive process. Anyone can learn more about this type of procurement at the
partnerships BC website. It is our intent to meet and exceed some of the requirements
for building in a tidal flat and earthquake zone. We are confident that the City,
Provincial and National building requirements all address these considerations
thoroughly and that the design and engineering of this post disaster building will
ensure the building remains functional during a disaster event.
1) Climate change: we have climate adaptation specialists who are informing our
technical specification. We have soils, environmental and climate adaptation
specialists/engineers who are informing our technical specification.
2) Building on the tidal flats: we will meet or exceed the city of Vancouver’s policy for
flood construction level in the north east false creek flats, which is 4.8 M.
3) Earthquakes: we will meet or exceed the city of Vancouver’s bylaw for post disaster.
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Who are the funding partners for the hospital? And timeline for operating?
Rhonda Lui and Marc Dagneau, St. Paul’s Hospital: We do not have funding partners for
the hospital. The St. Paul’s hospital project is funded through the B.C. government,
Ministry of Health and donations obtained through the St. Paul’s Hospital Foundation.
Our procurement and construction schedule plans for the opening of the hospital in
the year 2026.
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What are the potential traffic impacts for St. Paul’s Hospital?
Rhonda Lui and Marc Dagneau, St. Paul’s Hospital: I wanted to correct an answer I gave
at the presentation regarding traffic. The questions posed was regarding the negative
impact our development would have on the traffic in the area. I answered minimal.
That isn’t correct. There would be minimal impact when comparing the Prior Street
arterial option versus the Malkin Street arterial option, however the new St. Paul’s
hospital development will bring more traffic to the area. A traffic study has been
completed and is available on the City of Vancouver website with our rezoning
application.
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National

Regarding mitigation costs for civic facilities: Does this reflect relocation to
other city owned property, or does it reflect land acquisition? What is the $40
million mitigation cost for the National-Charles option? It seems that the yard is
not impacted by the S-turn around Trillium Park. How were the mitigation
estimates developed, and by whom? The need for a Master Plan Study and $40M
in mitigation seems excessive. When only (maybe) material bins, brine plant, and
parking seem like they would be impacted. What is involved that will cost so
much?
City of Vancouver: For National Works Yard and Animal Services, mitigation costs were
calculated by determining the replacement cost for impacted land and facilities,
replacing like for like. In the case of the Fire Training Facility and HUSAR where the
impacts to the site were more significant – it was determined that a new site of equal
size would be required and this was costed.
The $40 million mitigation cost for the National-Charles options is the mitigation cost
for the impacts on National Yard. It includes the replacement value of impacted land
and the replacement value for impacted facilities including: relocating and rebuilding
the east portion of the covered garage, modifying and rebuilding the main entrance,
rebuilding and relocating the salt/brine storage, building a 1 storey parking garage to
replace parking, rebuilding the perimeter fence.
These facilities are impacted by both the S-turn and National-Charles options.
Costs were determined by City of Vancouver Facilities Project Management staff, city
Quantity Surveyors and Real Estate staff using industry standard best practices.
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National

When speakers talk about relocation costs, they seem to include the purchase of
new sites and the building of new sites. Do the calculations take into account the
value of resale value of vacated land?
City of Vancouver: Yes.
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National

Why is there a $1500 per square foot price used by the City for its mitigation
costs? Can it really be that costly?
City of Vancouver: The $1500 per square foot price for mitigation costs is not correct.
Mitigation costs account for both land value and the cost of rebuilding impacted

facilities and we’ve considered all known relevant factors in arriving at our cost
estimates. Land costs are based on the current market analysis of land sales and
values, which is determined by the city real estate department (eg. a large parcel site in
I-2 zoned properties in the area). Facilities costs are based on like for like replacement
per square foot project cost of impacted facilities.
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National

Is co-location of any civic facilities a significant benefit the city as a whole, or
would these be able to be located across multiple sites across the city without
major negative impact?
City of Vancouver: There are efficiencies in locating these facilities in close proximity to
one-another. The central location of these facilities on industrial land is a significant
benefit to the city for efficient service delivery to citizens
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National

Except for the Fire and Rescue training facility, how does using National as the
arterial route impact the civic facilities specifically?
City of Vancouver: National and each proposed variation of the National route will
impact National Works Yard as well as the Fire Training and HUSAR facilities. It will
also impact the Vancouver School Board works yard.
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National

For all speakers - What advantages could the impacts to civic facilities produce?
City of Vancouver: There are no advantages to civic facilities.
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National

Are the sole food street farm greenhouses located at Vernon/ 1st be affected by
any of the National routes?
City of Vancouver: There are not direct impacts to the property at 1580 Vernon Drive.
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National

How are civic facilities paid for?
City of Vancouver: Facilities are funded through the Capital Plan. Primary funding
sources are property tax, development contributions, and partner contributions.
Development contributions (CACs and DCLs) cannot be used to fund replacement of
existing facilities, they only fund growth. It is important to note that Civic facilities such
as works yards, fire training facility, HUSAR and Animal Services cannot be funded by
development contributions. Property taxes are the main source of funding for these
facilities.
The current 2019-2022 capital plan has committed approximately $150M of property
tax funding to the replacement of existing end-of-life facilities, prioritized by building
condition and community need. These facilities include 2 branch libraries (Oakridge
and Marpole), 2 City-operated residences, Marpole-Oakridge community centre and
childcare, Little Mountain Neighborhood House, the archives, upgraded park
washrooms, field houses and concessions, design for one fire hall, design for two
community centres (RayCam and Britannia Phase 1 including the pool), civic facilities
master planning including Manitoba Engineering works yard and Sunset Park Board
works yard with replacement of one works yard building. Should other replacement
projects arise during the course of the capital plan, they will have to be prioritized
against the currently planned projects. If they are considered of higher priority than
currently planned projects, the planned projects will be deferred in lieu of the newly
identified projects.
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National

Fire training facility is relatively new but it has been mentioned that it is at or
over capacity, so isn’t “foregone investment” a bit disingenuous?
City of Vancouver: The fire training facility meets the current needs of the VFRS. Future
growth can be accommodated through redevelopment on the current site.
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National

Why did you build on National when the viaducts have been scheduled to come
down for a long time?
City of Vancouver: The False Creek Flats provides an important strategic central
location for these facilities. The 2017 False Creek Flats Plan identifies the need to
protect and enhance City Lands for Civic operations providing essential services,
emergency management and emergency response. The removal of the viaducts has no
direct impact on these facilities.
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National

Why is the price tag you give us for mitigation costs so wide?
City of Vancouver: The range covers the various route options which have different
impacts on Civic facilities.
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National

In 2 years the viaducts will come down. Can civic facilities be replaced by then?
City of Vancouver: No. Further study on impacts and mitigation measures is required
prior to the development of an accurate schedule for the replacement of civic facilities.
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National

Proposed cost estimates for National civic differ from binder (learning materials,
City resource guide, National) states $345-485 Million. Day 4 handout and
presentation states $160 to $405 Million.
City of Vancouver: $345-485 Million is the total project cost. The facilities mitigation
cost is part of this total and is represented under the row titled ‘Property Mitigation’.
The resource guide states $160-240M which does not account for the cost of the
National Civic Option. The $160-$405M cost accounts for this (more costly) option.
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National

In light of the St Paul’s presentation, what are the projected land acquisition
costs of the warehouses on the south side of Prior between Gore & Dunlevy? This
land would allow arterial to skirt the north side of St Paul’s campus.
City of Vancouver: Acquisition costs for these properties have not been determined at
this time.
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National

What is the extent of impact to National Works Yard by National routes? Could
these impacts be mitigated? Could part of the operation be relocated?
City of Vancouver: Each National arterial route will impact National Works Yard.
Mitigation strategies would be to reconfigure operations on the existing site or to
acquire new land.
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National

What percentage of the City’s construction and maintenance trucks are housed
at the National St. Facility?
City of Vancouver: 34% of the City’s Engineering fleet is housed at National Yard (271 of
789 total)
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National

Decentralization of the works yard: What happens in a major disaster (eg:
earthquake) when all the services are concentrated in one area? Would not some
decentralization be beneficial?
City of Vancouver: There are currently 2 primary Engineering yards allowing for a level
of resiliency in case of a major disaster. The other yard is in South Vancouver at
Manitoba street. Both sites have a large contingent of fleet, heavy equipment, as well
as a Departmental Operations Centre (DOC).
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National

Re: city yards moved in 2004, do you know what was in the National Works Yard
area before 2004?
City of Vancouver: Before 2004, the land was used for materials storage.
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National

With St Paul’s opening, will the real estate values in the flats & potential
revenues from developers (DCLs) be too great to make the existence of the
National Works Yard & fire and rescue to be untenable?
City of Vancouver: The False Creek Flats provides an important strategic central
location for these civic facilities. The 2017 False Creek Flats Plan identifies the need to
protect and enhance City Lands for Civic operations providing essential services,
emergency management and emergency response
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National

Do other cities of similar size require a similar amount of civic works space?
Given the scarcity of land in the city, how often does city works review systems
and highest and best use of their lands?
City of Vancouver: First part of this question: We cannot answer this question at this
time (it would require time to investigate). Worth noting, similar sized municipalities do
not necessarily complete a similar amount of work. To address this question fulsomely
it would also require analysis of how much work is completed by other municipalities
in comparison to how much work is completed by Vancouver.
Second question – I’m not sure I quite understand the question. The Operations groups
continually review their processes/systems to improve efficiencies, quality and service
levels. That can also include assessments of how we best use the space we have.
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National

Are the 100,000 new signs and decals manufactured on site [at the National
Works Yard]?
City of Vancouver: Yes. In 2018, 120,000 signs and decals have been manufactured. In
2017, 123,000 signs and decals have been manufactured.
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National

Does the training facility for the fire department need to be in the flat? Can’t it
be down by the river?
City of Vancouver: Based on our current “Secondary Response” model for training staff
while they are on duty we need to be in a central location in the city.
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National

Does the Fire Rescue Training Center/HUSAR play any role among Fire Services
and Rescue regionally?
City of Vancouver: No, only a few Fire Departments have come to train with our HUSAR
team.
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National

Does HUSAR have location-specific advantages in its current location?
City of Vancouver: Currently the co-location of HUSAR and VFRS Training division allow
for an effective use of our VFRS training staff to support HUSAR activities and training
props. By having HUSAR and Training together we don’t need to duplicate all of the
props. If these two units were not co-located more staff would be needed to support
HUSAR.
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National

How vital is it that the Training Centre be located so centrally since it is servicing
the region?
City of Vancouver: The fire training facility serves the City of Vancouver. The central
location has the benefit of allowing crews to serve on active duty during training. This
is a major operational cost savings for the City.
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National

Do you currently have enough room at your facilities and do you require more

space now? What about in the next 20 years?
City of Vancouver: The fire training facility meets the current needs of the VFRS. Future
growth can be accommodated through redevelopment on the current site.
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National

Are there any environmental impacts to the burn tower? What is the fuel and are
there any chemicals used to extinguish the flames? What kind of emissions does
the training site contribute to air pollution?
City of Vancouver: No, there are no environmental impacts. We use Propane for the
fire and movie grade smoke generators. The fires are put out with water, water/foam
and CAFS (Compressed Air Foam System). Very minimal impact [on emissions] as our
burn tower is propane and our equipment is very new and well maintained.
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National

How many fire departments use the training facilities? Only VFD?
City of Vancouver: Only a few Fire departments have used the site to train with our
staff. The site is well used by VFRS and wouldn’t allow for others to use it. VPD uses the
site.
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National

Re: $200M to relocate and rebuild the Fire/HUSAR facilities, how much of this
would be offset by sale of land vacated but not used by the arterial?
City of Vancouver: All relevant costs, including land costs and revenues, have been
considered in arriving at this estimate
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National

Because we had heard that your institution [Fire Training/HUSAR] feels it needs a
bigger facility...what would be your needs? You mentioned that Calgary’s site is 3
times as large as the one in the flats here and that only the Docks area would
have a sizeable area to relocate to in town. The fact that you do share your
equipment, resources, and people for other catastrophes across Canada, we
acknowledged that your resources are then national assets and that could be
part of a future conversation with the federal government. Since then, one of
our panelists brainstormed a regional fire and rescue training site to account for
all needs. Is this possible?
City of Vancouver: The fire training facility meets the current needs of the VFRS. Future
growth can be accommodated through redevelopment on the current site. The
potential for a regional training facility located outside of the city centre is not under
consideration. A training centre located outside of the city centre would have
additional ongoing operational costs and would require hiring an additional 100 fire
suppressions staff as it would not have the benefit of allowing crews to serve on active
duty during training.
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National

The arterial will not be built for another 10-15 years (according to a presenter
early in our sessions). If the arterial is not National and the Fire & Training
Centre decides to move after all because they needed more space, who will be
purchasing the lands vacated?
City of Vancouver: There are no plans to move the Fire Training Facility. If the facility
were to move, the City would retain ownership of the property for other Civic uses
required to provide services in the City core.
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National

Does National-Charles alignment not impact [the Animal Services] facility?
City of Vancouver: The National-Charles alignment has no direct impacts on the Animal
Services Facility.
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Malkin

What are the emergency preparedness considerations for Animal Services? What

emergency support would the facility provide?
Animal Services, and the animal shelter itself, has a role in Emergency Response in care
for stray and abandoned animals in case of an emergency. Activations are divided into
levels to guide decisions on the amount of support and services required. These levels
are:
Level 1 – Activation 1- 10 people
● Typically single house or small apartment fire or localized evacuation. Evacuees are
encouraged to take their animals with them and shelter in place to pet friendly
hotels. Animal services will support evacuees with resources such as food, and
supplies. Animal Services can provide shelter for up to 48 Animals at any given time
for free for 72 hours.
Level 2 – Activation 11- 300 people
● Typically involves the evacuation of a large apartment building or large
single-family residential area. Depending on the area affected in the level 2
activation, evacuees could be sent directly to pet friendly hotels or a Reception
Centre could be opened. Evacuees would then register at the Reception Centre, and
then be referred to hotels or to accommodation with family or friends. Vancouver
Animal Services would take a lead in this response and will house animals for free
for 72 hours. Mutual aid would be looked at and other neighbouring municipal and
NGO shelters and rescue organizations to house Vancouver pets, depending on the
volume of pets to be sheltered.
Level 3 – Activation 300+ evacuees
● In Vancouver, a level 3 Activation would involve a major event (e.g. fire, earthquake)
that affects a large portion of the population. Activation would be at the discretion
of the City of Vancouver EOC. Animal Services to take a lead role in response.
Group lodgings would likely be required due to a lack of accommodation. In that
case the City entire Pet Services Team (ESS) would be activated, and the Forum
building at the Pacific National Exhibition site within Hastings Park would be
activated for lost, injured, or abandoned pets in addition or in the replacement of
the Vancouver Animal Shelter. A storage container of pet supplies is located
adjacent the Forum building and the City owns a mobile BRITCO trailer to serve as
incident command, located at Animal Services on Raymur Avenue. Temporary pet
shelters would also be established at the Group Lodging sites.
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Malkin

The animal service building is very old. Can they be updated and have indoor
runs?
City of Vancouver: The building is best replaced rather than renovated, given the
extensive redesign needed to reflect the new service delivery requirements (i.e. caring
for animals other than dogs). The existing structure could not be reasonably updated
to accommodate the Malkin route impact, as well as indoor runs. Rebuilding on the
existing site, or a new site, will need to consider whether dog runs can be indoors or
not.
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William

Does the William option affect Animal Control?
City of Vancouver: The William alignment has no direct impacts on the Animal Services
Facility.
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Prior

Trillium is a ‘temporary’ park. What does that mean? How will that status change

William
Malkin
National

in 10 years - 30 years when hospital in full swing? Can you explain the real
differences between temporary (Trillium) and permanent parks (Strathcona)? Is
temporary park space factored into the ‘no net loss of greenspace’ policy, or only
permanent park space?
Vancouver Park Board: The Vancouver Park Board is regulated under the Vancouver
Charter, a provincial statute. The Charter contains the procedures that govern how the
City of Vancouver and the Park Board operates; this includes which process to follow
for changes to parks, and park designation criteria. Under the Vancouver Charter
(Section 488), real property is designated as a permanent public park by:
(a) A declaration as such by a resolution or by-law of Council;
(b) Statutory appropriation of specific real property for park purposes;
(c) Dedication by either a person or by the City by deposit of a subdivision plan in the
Vancouver Land Registry Office;
(d) Gift to the City for permanent public park purposes;
(e) Covenant in a document transferring real property to the City indicating that the
transferred lands are to be used for park purposes together with acceptance of same
by the City;
(f) Purchases made with funds borrowed with the assent of the electors under Part V
for the acquisition of permanent public parks.
Trillium Park and Strathcona Park are permanent parks. Any change to a permanent
park requires Park Board approval. Following direction of the Vancouver Charter, for
any proposed changes to a permanent park property, 2/3 of City of Vancouver
Councilors and 2/3 of Park Board Commissioners need to vote in favour of the
change(s).
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William

How would a road through Strathcona deal with the Raptor guidelines - what is
the process to make this change? What happens to the eagles protection set out
by the guidelines for raptors conservation? What is the City/Parks Board doing to
protect the eagles’ nest? Today, tomorrow, the future.
Vancouver Park Board: As part of construction practices, the City will follow the
provincial guidelines to their utmost ability as directed by the BC Ministry of
Environment in Develop with Care 2014: Environmental Guidelines for Urban and Rural
Land Development in British Columbia. Once an alignment option has been chosen,
the engineering plans in collaboration with Park Board biologist will consider the
natural features at the site and determine suitable designs to mitigate those impacts.
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What are the potential impacts of construction on habitat/ park during
construction of any options which are adjacent to park space? (There are long
term effects of the permanent structure but also short term impacts to
construction)
Vancouver Park Board: Impacts during construction vary in degree for each alignment
option. The William option has the most significant direct physical and experiential
impact during construction. Grading as well as construction access and staging would
need to take place in Strathcona Park on the north and south side of the road.
Construction impacts include vegetation removal and root damage, habitat loss, soil
compaction limited future vegetation growth.
Malkin North has the next highest construction impact.
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William

How much “custodial” natural land is lost for the different options (Wiliam,

Malkin

Malkin North, Malkin Central and Malkin South)?
Vancouver Park Board: Majority of loss of land for William is permanent park space.
The order of loss of natural land that is in care and custody of Park Board is Malkin
North>Malkin Central>Malkin South.
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William

Where could more land be purchased to add to the parks?
Vancouver Park Board: The land needed to address loss of land in Strathcona and
Trillium Parks need to be within the same area that these two parks directly serve.
Some adjacent land may be available but are not deemed sufficient replacement.
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Would the park board request a lower speed limit for a border road?
Vancouver Park Board: Through design, Park Board would ensure ample space and set
back between active areas of the park and the new arterial, and ensure appropriate
traffic signage close to the Park is installed. The speed limit of the road would be
guided by transportation requirements.
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Is there any new park space in development with the new hospital?
Vancouver Park Board: No park space is proposed. Public realm improvements are
proposed.
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Could you provide information on the amount and benefits of casual use of
parks?
Vancouver Park Board: Many studies have shown the benefits of park space on human
health. The restorative values of access to nature in the city are a significant role that
parks play.
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Has there been any changes to Strathcona Park proposed for updating facilities
for contemporary uses (as part of VanPlay)? Other parks (Grandview, Victoria)
have seen this.
Vancouver Park Board: Not immediately. While there are identified amenities and
areas of improvement in Strathcona Park, future park renewal projects are not yet
determined.
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What is the predicted list span of the soccer fields at Trillium? Will it ever
become a permanent [park]?
Vancouver Park Board: Synthetic turf’s lifespan is about 12 years before it requires
replacement, other components can last up to 25 years based on use before a renewal
is required. Trillium, a permanent park, is a new installation for the Park Board and a
significant investment. Future redevelopment of the Park needs to consider St. Paul’s
hospital and health campus.
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Malkin

Can Cottonwood Gardens (in the road right-of-way) be put into Strathcona Park
to offset arterial route impacts?
Vancouver Park Board: Park Board and the City would have to assess this once the
detailed design of the preferred alignment is further developed.
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We realize it takes a while to get new parks, but how far are we along with
acquiring new park land for mitigation of this process? Please let us know what
you’ve done for mitigation so far.
Vancouver Park Board: The Park Board is always looking for opportunities to acquire
new park land to meet the existing and future need. An investigation to find land for

possible loss of parkland has not started as a clear direction on the preferred
alignment is required prior to that work.
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Does Park Board have any formal involvement in “green infrastructure”
considerations in the city’s complete streets policy?
Vancouver Park Board: Street design is done by the City engineering services.
Collaboration occurs during detail design particularly as it relates to the park edges.
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Are there other community parks near arterial routes? Example and describe.
Vancouver Park Board: One example is Kensington Park on Knight St from E 37th to E
33rd is a 5.84 hectare park with the western edge along an arterial route, and
residences on the South and East sides. The park is adjacent to Kensington Community
Centre and the park opens up to views of the North Shore mountains and includes a
walking a path, grassy fields, new skatepark (2010), playground, two soccer fields, and
four softball diamonds.
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Can you give us examples of projects where Parks Board “won” cases over the
City? (in regards to Parks Board affiliation/mandate with the City of Vancouver)
Vancouver Park Board: There is history of 100 years of land acquisition through various
processes. Lands have become parks through different processes over the years.
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What do the people of the region want from their park spaces? (sports, artist
spaces, dog parks, gardens, wild, other, etc.)
Vancouver Park Board: Spatial equity in access to parks, recreational facilities, and
nature is a top concern. Availability of space in areas of increasing density and a
balance of field sports versus access to restorative places, and access to nature for all
ages and abilities were some of the highest asks for the park spaces.
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What does “replacement with adjacent land potentially sufficient” mean (in
regard to the Prior-Venables mitigation slide)?
Vancouver Park Board: There have been suggestions by others that road closure of
Hawks and/or dedicating existing road right-of-way can be a replacement for land
where there is a loss of park space proposed. Land compensation needs to be equal to
area lost (no net loss of parks principle) and provide same or similar function of
parkland. In the case of Prior-Venables, park assessment indicates that
replacement/compensation is likely possible through proposed adjacent lands.
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Very minor loss of trees with Prior-Venables, but looks like quite a number of
trees would be removed. What is the definition of very minor loss of trees?
Vancouver Park Board: An arborist report was completed by a professional arborist.
This assessment considered all the trees that are impacted by the alignment options
based on the construction impacts of the alignment (conceptual drawings). Even if
graphically the alignment does not show an impact on a tree, it can have an impact at
ground level or underground (root system). Smaller trees such as those recently
planted in Trillium Park, can be transplanted. Larger trees need to be removed as
transplanting is not possible. The arborist report identified the following number of
trees requiring removal:
William: 60 | Malkin North: 123 | Malkin Central: 59 | Malkin South: 29 |
Prior-Venables Overpass: 6 | Prior-Venables Underpass: 6 | National: 0
Minor loss of trees refers to the smaller number associated with Prior-Venables
compared to the other alignment.
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What does “pervious area” mean (on William impact slide)?
Vancouver Park Board: Pervious area is porous, soft landscape that allows water to
percolate through the soil into ground water. Impervious surfaces are often artificial
and hard surfaces that are not porous/impenetrable and do not allow water to
percolate into the ground. This is important as parks are often relied upon for storm
water management and the return of water to soil and ground water instead of runoff.
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With the Malkin variations that may result in removing trees, and keeping the
heat map in mind, are there any plans of cooling/adding trees and water to
Trillium park?
Vancouver Park Board: Tree planting is an on-going effort by the Park Board to increase
the urban forest canopy. The existing fieldhouse at Trillium Park is equipped with a
drinking fountain. Park specific needs and requests can be made directly to 311 and
staff will assess the need at each location.
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National

Could any loss to the north end of Trillium Park be made up by a “park overpass”
from Atlantic like the Heather overpass greenway to Charleston Park?
Vancouver Park Board: Park space over structures, such as the mentioned overpass,
per unit area is less desirable land at grade through the lens of park board’s
assessment of functional, flexible, programmable park space.
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Given your maps on page 10 projecting the 2041 population, how does the Park
Board allow any downsizing of Parks rather than a moratorium on industry and
residential buildings and an urgent priority of creating more parks in Strathcona
and Grandview-Woodland?
Vancouver Park Board: Land acquisition is a collaborative, strategic, and opportunistic
process. There are limited funds for land acquisition in the capital plan and at market
costs this value does not achieve all parkland acquisition goals within the four year
capital plan term.
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William

Realistically would William ever pass the Park board?
Vancouver Park Board: It is the elected Board’s decision to support an alignment
option that includes changes to permanent park boundaries.
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Has park board considered non-traditional park spaces associated with new
infrastructure from the road construction? In addition to passive green space
definition ie.instead of retaining and fill, activate spaces below overpasses?
Vancouver Park Board: High level considerations have been given; planning and
programming will be determined during the design phase.
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What if the National option were routed down Station Street instead of around
Trillium Park? How would such a route impact tree canopy?
Vancouver Park Board: The arborist assessment was completed in Summer of 2018.
Station Street was not included in the scope of the study as it was not identified as a
portion of an alignment under investigation. A high level review recognizes few number
of street trees.
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Has the Indigenous community been consulted re: the possible threat to eagle
habitat? We are on unceded land after all.
Vancouver Park Board: Park Board has not done any engagement as part of this
process yet. All engagement will occur after a preferred alignment has been
determined and based on the extent of the impact to the parks.
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What is a typical use-fee for a team or organization booking a field at Trillium?
What is the typical time period? (eg. 2 or 3 hours per session?)
Vancouver Park Board: Table below shows field hourly rental rates.

In 2018, there were 2269 event booking for Trillium Grass area, Synthetic Turf Field
East and West. The total number of hours reserved was 5986.39.
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Is the Strathcona Track and Field scheduled for an upgrade by the city, and
when?
Vancouver Park Board: In the Track & Field Strategy (in progress), Strathcona Park is a
candidate for a future 8-lane track with a rubberized surface to replace the gravel oval,
due to the park’s size, location, and servicing neighbourhoods.
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What is the air impact from the training of the Fire Department nearby the park?
Vancouver Park Board: No assessment has been done on air impact from the fire
department nearby.
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How is National going to improve access to Trillium and Strathcona parks
(referring to green-pink coloured matrix)?
Vancouver Park Board: Pedestrian and cyclist access can be addressed through new
road design improvements. Currently, there are no sidewalks on Malkin and pedestrian
access to Trillium Park is not ideal.
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What role does your association [BCTA] have in managing noise violations?
Particularly on Clark Drive.
Dave Earle, BCTA: BCTA is not a regulatory body, so we cannot enforce local noise
bylaws. Moreover, this is a municipal issue that has been addressed, and the vast
majority of commercial vehicles are not covered by local bylaws:
https://vancouver.ca/homeproperty-development/commercial-deliveries.aspx
“Excessive noise” usually occurs when a truck is coming down a hill with an exhaust
brake (“Jake brake”) engaged. This is almost always at highway speeds as it’s not
terribly effective at lower speeds. I’m not aware if that is an issue in the City,
certainly not along Clark. In general, commercial traffic is significantly less disruptive
than some motorcycles and specialty light vehicles:
https://bc.ctvnews.ca/vancouver-police-using-their-ears-not-decibel-meters-totargetloud-vehicles-1.3431708
One thing we did not discuss and is worth keeping in mind; stop and go moves (and

turns) do cause noise, albeit at a lower decibel value. When a loaded truck pulls
away from a stop, they will run through up to 12 gear shifts. The fewer stops and
turns, the less noise.
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How many trucks move through Malkin now? How many trucks on Prior?
Dave Earle, BCTA: Malkin sees approximately 4,000 trucks per week.
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How do you see safety for cyclists with 7000 trucks?
Stephanie Williams, BEST: I would say a physically protected bike lane will be
paramount to ensuring safety of cyclists, with special consideration made for trucks
turning through a protected bike lane, establishing the right of way for cyclists.
Basically, ensure there is no space or time that would allow for conflicts between the
two modes. In addition, trucks should be required to have safety rails/side guards
which have been proven to reduce the risk of cyclists getting caught and dragged under
trucks.
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In the interests of clarity, what arm of the City is funding this community panel
exercise? (i.e. Mayor’s Office? City Council? Planning? etc)
City of Vancouver: The project is being funded from a variety of sources. Contributions
are coming from Civic Engagement, Engineering, Parks and Real Estate and Facilities, as
all of these business areas are involved in the stewardship of technical research,
process and eventually implementation of a solution.
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You say that costs are beyond current city budget for most of the options, how
do you know that?
Sharon Kallis, EartHand Gleaners: I speak of the various ideas that were thrown around
over 3 site walks with engineering, planning and park board staff prior to the current
panel process. Over the three meetings, in an informal way, there was troubleshooting
of various options that could exist, but the cost reality was mentioned as being
prohibitive in each instance. Those ideas I mention are the various concepts that were
proposed on those site walks. Of particular note, looking at the wide
pedestrian/planted area overpass on Spruce Street that crosses 2nd Ave. to Granville
Island as an example: the idea being a large concrete planted berm could be built on
the north side of the park, would include our shipping containers raised up on a grade,
with cars going underneath, and a pedestrian overpass/our space and park land
overtop linking to the top of the hill of Atlantic Boulevard which people talked about
becoming a greenway for bikes and pedestrians. Apparently that pie wedge of land at
base of Atlantic Blvd. is city-owned. Again, this was a great idea that sounded like the
cost was way beyond what is plausible. No actual number crunching ever happened to
be the best of my knowledge after those site meetings.
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In your handout on the Strathcona Community garden presentation, it states
you have a 25-year lease with the city that was renewed in 2005. Does that mean
the lease extends to 2030? How is licensing tied to this?
Carla Frenkel, Strathcona Gardens: We have a 20-year licence with the city that needs
to be renewed in 2025. The agreement is technically a licence, the gardeners informally
refer to this as a lease.
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How many people use the sports fields at Trillium that are from
Strathcona/Flats/Chinatown and how many come from outside these areas? Can
you give approximate percentage of people and/or teams?
Anne Thompson, Vancouver Field Sport Federation: Community sport is diverse, with
multiple sports, field types, ages, genders and styles of play – from pick-up games, to
masters (+45 and older) leagues, to kids camps and national teams. Vancouver has
something of almost everything, including a successful soccer program at Andy
Livingstone for the homeless. This diversity makes allocation of spaces on a
neighbourhood-scale virtually impossible. If we started excluding those who came
from other places in the city, we would certainly end up limiting the options and
availability of sporting homes and social connections for many children and adults. For
similar reasons, providing numbers of residents is equally challenging.
The fields in our parks provide two equally important functions – as places to play for
leagues and teams, but also as neighbourhood assets of open green space. One local
park, however, can't host everything, creating a need to share and allocate across the
city.
Neighbourhood parks, however, can also be host to a field that provides the space for
something new and beneficial to the local residents.
At Strathcona Park, the SW diamond is the original home of the East Van Baseball
League – access there allowed an entire sporting league with strong social and cultural
aspects to develop. They play baseball – on a softball field (because that was all that
was available) and dream one day of refitting the field as their home diamond. All of
this is to say that any changes to that park affect the future vision of East Van Baseball
and all of its teams (listed below).
Strathcona Stevedores; Chinatown Cobras; Railtown Spikers; East Van Black Sox;
Vancouver Isotopes; Clark Park Brawlers; Mt. Pleasant Murder; Sunrise Cosmos; Sunset
Stilettos; Gastown Gaolers; Little Mountain Blasters
Without a park and a field, this innovative and successful enterprise would never have
been able to play on their 'glorious heap of grass'.
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Can we have some more background information on the spending models we
have been provided?
City of Vancouver: Question is unclear. How the City funds capital projects, and how
the City works with other agencies to apply for funding and cost-sharing was presented
to the panel on Day 2 - see presentations by Kate Gibson and Steve Brown.
More background information can be found from the website, engagement materials
and the Council report for the 2019-2022 Capital Plan.
https://vancouver.ca/your-government/capital-plan-2019-2022.aspx
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Are there any considerations about the False Creek Flats and the arterial related
to climate change?
City of Vancouver: The Flats arterial contributes to the sustainability goals in the
Transportation 2040 Plan, and the Greenest City Action Plan.
When rehabilitating existing streets or building new streets, the City takes a ‘complete

streets’ approach that is focused on improving walking, cycling, and transit options that
are more sustainable ways to travel, along with improving the public realm by planting
street trees, landscaping, and green infrastructure to collect, capture and clean
rainwater and runoff.
Grade-separating the roadway from the rail line also supports moving goods by rail,
that would otherwise be moved by trucks. Over long distances, rail is about 10 times
more efficient as trucks, producing fewer greenhouse gases.
As it relates to the different routes and considerations of climate change, some things
the Panel could consider include:
● the directness of the route and the distances driven
● the attractiveness of the route for people to walk, bike or take transit
● the transportation changes to the businesses and Works Yards if they are
impacted
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Carol mentioned the fact that property costs are not subject to cost sharing.
Clarification on this is critical because this has put most of my table into
thinking National is no longer a feasible alignment.
City of Vancouver: Costs related to purchasing land or buildings are not eligible for
funding from the Federal government. Based on the current guidelines, the City can
apply for up to 50% of the eligible project costs (which do not include property-related
costs) from the Federal government. Other funding partners may consider cost-sharing
on the property costs.
The City hopes that our partners will see a benefit in this project and will help fund it.
We also know that applications for funding are competitive with other cities and
Provinces, and will need to meet the priorities of our partners. Once a route is selected
by City Council, actual project costs would be determined and a business case and
multiple account evaluation would be undertaken to assess both the quantitative and
qualitative costs and benefits of the project. This evaluation would be a part of the
application process for funding from our partners. It is the results of this evaluation
that would help our partners determine if they were interested in funding the project,
and if they were interested, it would determine their level of contribution. Our partners
are likely to fund a project in proportion to the benefits they expect to receive from a
project.
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Why can’t the railyard offer space for the widening of National instead of having
to mitigate impact on City works yard. Why there wouldn’t be a response for the
City for being allowed to take one of its tracks?
City of Vancouver: The current conceptual design for the National route has attempted
to reasonably minimize the impact and associated cost by using the available width
between the National Works Yard administration building and the railyards to the
south. This segment of the street (on National between approximately Thornton to
Chess) does not impact the functions of the National Works Yard and is not included in
the mitigation cost. However, the area and functions along Thornton St are impacted
by the National S-Curve arterial route, and the impact to those functions would need to
be mitigated.
Acquiring land from the railyards south of National would not reduce the impact to
National Works Yards. As well, the railyard south of National Ave is used for passenger

rail service, such as the daily AMTRAK trips between Vancouver and Seattle. If the area
south of the tracks is impacted, it would also need to be mitigated which would also
have a cost.
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Isn’t Malkin COV right of way? How is it part of Hospital site?
City of Vancouver: The City currently owns the Malkin Avenue street right-of-way from
where it meets at Prior St / Jackson Ave to Glen Dr. There is currently no street network
as part of the New St. Paul’s hospital site, and it is a condition of their rezoning
application to provide new streets and dedicate this land to the City. As determined
through the Policy Statement, the hospital would need to dedicate the Malkin Ave
right-of-way connecting from Prior St (near Main St) to tie into the existing Malkin Ave
roadway along the north edge of Trillium Park.
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We would like to know why National through to Station St. (and further to
Quebec St.) has not been offered to us as the arterial route. Is it because life
sciences and health hub are trying to reserve the lands on the south side of
National which has been the Greyhound Bus Stations at Pacific Central Station?
What if station street was used to connect the arterial between Prior & National?
City of Vancouver: The new Pacific Boulevard to replace the existing viaducts runs
along Prior St east of Quebec St, and intersects with Main St. The arterial through the
Flats needs to provide a direct east-west route between Downtown and East
Vancouver, and connect with Pacific Boulevard at Main and Prior.
The lands on the south side of National are not reserved for a life sciences or health
hub. The lands south of National Avenue include Thornton Park, which is a designated
Heritage Park, and rail lines connecting to Pacific Central Station that provides a
regional passenger rail service between Vancouver and Seattle. Pacific Central Station
also includes a major bus depot for inter-regional bus service. The location of such a
major transportation hub so close to Vancouver’s downtown and the new hospital
provides access to many opportunities for residents in Metro Vancouver.
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How is it possible for St. Paul’s to be about to start building without the road
option set?
City of Vancouver: Construction of the new St. Paul’s Hospital cannot begin until the
rezoning application has been approved by City Council and all the development
conditions have been met. During the Policy Statement phase, City staff worked with
Providence Health Care to determine one road alignment through their site (Malkin)
that allows for any overpass location off of Prior St (William, Malkin, or National). An
east-west arterial between Hastings and Terminal is needed to provide access to the
hospital. However, the new arterial may not be built by the time the hospital is
anticipated to open in 2026. The hospital site must be designed to accommodate the
new arterial routes and Prior St until City Council selects the route, secures funding,
and construction is completed.
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All of the Malkin summary pages (Binder, City resource guide, Malkin guide) have
notation on Prior - ‘emergency vehicle access only at rail crossing’. This would
indicate that reduced or constricted access to the future hospital should not be a
concern, as stated by Rhonda. Please explain.
City of Vancouver: If any route other than Prior/Venables is selected for the arterial,
Prior/Venables would be closed at street level, at the rail crossing. It is this closure that
would enable Prior St to be downgraded to a local-serving street. As long as the rail
crossing is open, people driving will continue to choose Prior St as a route if it is the
most direct and convenient for them. In addition, a main purpose of the closure of the
rail crossing is to address community rail-safety issues. In a dense urban area that is
witnessing an increase in rail activity, a controlled crossing with flashing lights, bells,
and gates does not address the safety risk to the same degree that grade-separation
would. Incidents involving trains are a serious matter and can be fatal, and it is best to
reduce the potential for incidents to occur by grade-separating trains from people
walking/biking/driving.
The grade-separated arterial is the most reliable route because it would never be
blocked by a train. If Prior St is closed at the rail crossing, emergency vehicles would
rely on the grade-separated arterial. There are, however, designs for closures at rail
crossings which do allow for vehicles to cross the rail tracks in the case of an
emergency (and if there is no train blocking the crossing). Such flexible designs
contribute to the resiliency of the transportation network, by providing redundancy
and additional routes in the case of an emergency.
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If a non-Prior option is built, what could/would happen at the west end of Prior
to prevent people from using it to avoid the arterial traffic? I’m concerned that
people will use it, to Campbell, and North to Hastings.
City of Vancouver: The best defense against vehicles shortcutting on local streets
through neighbourhoods is to provide direct and reliable arterial streets. Today, we
observe vehicles short-cutting through the neighbourhood on Campbell to the
overpass on Hastings, when Prior St is blocked by the train. If Prior Street is closed at
the rail crossing and the arterial is convenient, drivers would likely use the arterial
instead of cutting through the neighbourhood.
If a new arterial is built, many factors will need to be carefully considered to determine
how Prior St would connect with Gore Ave or the new arterial. For example, the City
would need to consider the directness of the route and emergency response times for
Fire Hall #1 and the new St. Paul’s Hospital. As well, there are many parts of the
neighbourhood that are accessed from Prior Street (such as the buildings on Prior St,
residents on Atlantic Ave, and the Kiwassa neighbourhood on Raymur Ave). If they are
unable to access their properties easily from Prior St, they may have to drive longer
distances on other streets in the neighbourhood.
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Access to Trillium could be “improved” in terms of sidewalks, etc., but we heard
that these would be no pedestrian access/crossings at corners of the S-curve. Is
that true?
City of Vancouver: Providing safe crossings at the corners of the S-Curve would be
more challenging than if the road were to continue straight, and cars and trucks were
not turning. The crossing would need to be designed so that people are visible when
vehicles are approaching or coming out of a curve, and drivers are able to stop within a
safe distance. The placement and design of pedestrian crossings would be determined
during the design phase. For example, pedestrian-activated signals could be
considered near the curve (such as the one on the south leg of McGill and Nanaimo),
but would need to consider other factors such as the number of people crossing,
where other crossings would be located, and how many vehicles are turning onto/from
the local streets.
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What is Firehall #1 traffic access right now?
City of Vancouver: Fire Hall #1 is located at the intersection of Heatley Ave and Prior St.
Vehicles access the Fire Hall via the current arterial on Prior Street, and the driveways
that are on Heatley.
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What happens to other routes when we have made a recommendation for one
route?
City of Vancouver: For any route that is recommended as the grade-separated arterial
street, the network of other connecting streets would need to be adjusted. This would
vary depending on the arterial route.
In general, the connecting streets would need to provide access to the properties and
to the arterial, and may need to be improved for walking and cycling. Many local
streets will need to continue accommodating truck access for the businesses in the
industrial area. If a new arterial route is chosen, there are opportunities to downgrade
Prior St to a local-serving street.

